Friday, November 2, 2018 – 1:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. – 6 Hour Classes
Cross Hatch Container
Cost: $70.00
Ruth Garcia All Levels 11” Cir. x 3.25” Dia. x
4.5” H w/o handle
Cross Hatch Container is a small container that can
hold “Q-Tips” or any other small items. The
container is woven over a class mold where tapered
cherry staves have been inserted into the cherry
base. Students will weave with Carriage cane and
focus on the center design using round reed, #3
cane, a cherry strip and superfine Carriage cane.
The container is completed with a one-piece rim,
cover and knob that are pre-finished. A tool kit is
provided.
Paper Baskets Ruth Garcia
Cost: $35.00
All Levels Choice of 4” L x 4” W x 4” H, or a
rectangle 3.5”L x 2.75” W x 6.5” H
The class will focus on weaving with paper on
inexpensive class molds. After the basket is woven,
students will select from a variety of patterns that
will be applied in a decoupage method on the
baskets. Paper will be painted in a variety of colors
and pre-cut by the instructor. A tool kit is provided.

Color Wheel Gail Hutchinson
Intermediate 11” L x 9” W x 5.5” H

Cost: $47.00

This basket is woven on a wooden base with
beautiful space dyed reed. Learn four rod-wale with
a step-up, Japanese twill, and wheels. Braid a rim
filler to finish this basket.

X’s & Ohhh’s Gail Hutchinson
Cost: $52.00
Intermediate 8.5” L x 5” W x 6” H w/o handle
Learn three rod-wale with a step-up, German twill,
and cross overs. Weave with beautiful space dyed
reed over a class mold. Space dyeing will be
discussed in class. Finish this basket with a
beautiful hand cut white oak Indian swing handle.
Students should bring cable ties.

Becky’s Bowl Debbie Mroczenski
All Levels 12” Dia. x 6.75” H

Cost: $65.00

This reed bowl is woven over a class mold ensuring
a perfect shape every time. Set your spokes into the
wood base which will be tied to the mold. Begin
weaving with the balanced 2-2 wale, which will give
you a tight beginning. The eye-catching design is a
combination of color, curls and x’s. Color choices
available, contact me at debmro@wi.rr.com.
Special tools: Students should bring purple label
Insta Glue.
Spiced
Debbie Mroczenski
Cost: $60.00
Intermediate 13.5” L x 10.5” W x 4.75” H w/o handle
This basket starts with a slotted wood base and is
designed to fit on the shelves of a standard
cupboard. Mine holds spice bottles, another holds
medication. The accent is a wide colorful strip
framed by triple twining with three weavers and a
step-up at the end. Proper spoke insertion ensures
the rounded corners. Lashed with waxed polyester
cord. Special Tools: Students should bring purple
label Insta Glue.

Big Buddy Lara Lawrence
Cost: $62.00
All Levels 23" L x 14" W x 15" H to top of handle
This large basket is created on a wood base with a
push in handle. Large enough to carry a full picnic
dinner or for storing your favorite quilts. The woven
braid is completed with cane. You may select 2
vibrant colors of green, burgundy, brown, blue or
gold(yellow) when registering. If no selection is
made, burgundy and brown will be the kit colors.

Mirror
Karen Kotecki
Intermediate 10.5” Dia.

Cost: $65.00

New techniques surround this 9” round mirror. Learn
to weave a cage to hold the mirror. Techniques
include setting up the base, twining, and three-rod
waling. The horse shoe braid on the front is
highlighted by a reverse arrow. The mirror is
specially prepared with a cork backing to deter
breakage. Adding cling film to the front of the mirror
prevents any scratching during weaving and stops
any worries about how to get any spray off the
reflective surface. An intriguing weaving experience.

Starved Rock Basket
Cost: $50.00
Bonnie Rideout 11” L x ?.75” W x 17” H w/handle
9” H w/o handle
Techniques include “start/stop” weaving, filling a
base, twining, triple twining and weaving a “cross
stitch”.

Classy Cat
Intermediate

Sharon Klusmann
Cost: $48.00
21.5” Circ. X 5.5” Dia. x 5” H

This classy little basket is woven using blue and
green spokes and natural start/stop weavers. Be
guided through the cat head shaped base along
with the pot belly shape of the basket using many
helpful shaping hints. End with a traditional match
stick rim design and embellish with braided leather
and a heart charm. Available in a variety of colors.

Infinity Swing Sharon Klusmann
Cost: $64.00
Intermediate 13.5” L x 7.5” W x 12” H w/o handle
Insert dyed and natural spokes into this rectangular
wooden based basket. The majority of the weaving
is traditional start/stop weaving. Learn to descend
rows to build up the front and back height. Insert a
pair of flat topped swing handles and learn a unique
chair caned overlay “infinity” design of triple X’s in
the center. A variety of colors will be available.

WVBA Logo Products
th

To celebrate the West Virginia Basketmakers Association’s 20 Convention, we are offering aprons, tshirts and towels featuring the WVBA logo shown below. These items are available on a PREORDER
basis ONLY.
Apron: Kaki, 8 ounces 65/35 poly/cotton twill, adjustable neck, three front pockets, 22” w x 30” long.
Cost: $20.00
T-shirt: 100% preshrunk cotton, ladies fit. S – XL $15. 2X - 3X $17 4X $18
Towel: (golf type) $10.00

